Can you read people?

If you could read people and know
immediately who they really are ,
would that not be a powerful tool?
Check your ability now!

Below are a selection of photos and questions from
every day situations you might face.
How confident are you in reading people and making
the right decision?
Remember the decisions you make could affect or cost
you time, money or job opportunity, picking the wrong
person for a position in your company, or even the
wrong matching partner, or …even embarrassing
yourself in front of others!

Do not just answer the question,
ask yourself WHY ?
The Facial traits will tell you everything

as the face never lies!

• Which couple will be most suited in a relationship,
couple A, B or C, do you know why?
• Which couple if they had children will have children
with serious moods swings and behavior problems?
• What is the cause of mood swings?
• Do people with similar matching traits have better
relationships?
• Do people with conflicting traits have more conflicts?
• Some people say 0pposites attract but do such
relationships really last? What do the facts show?

• Which person would be best suited to work in a team?
• Which person would love to own their own business?
• Which person has a great gift for music?
• Which person would love working in the garden?
• Which person has little interest in self development?
• Which person would be more receptive to personal
development?

Would either of these people be safe driving a car?
if they asked to take your children to school,
would you say yes, or no?
WHY?

• His teacher says he is a slow learner, is he?
• what really is the problem?
• Would this child be inclined to show off and want
attention, or sit quietly and day dream in the glass.
• Where would this child best be seated in a class room?
•

Is this child a “Show Off” or “Very Considerate?

• What important thing do you need to remember when
talking to this person?
• What will really irritate her?
• If you met this lady for the first time and step
forward to give her a kiss on the cheek, would she be
very pleased or feel uncomfortable as you invaded
her personal space?

• These men are introduced to you as lawyers. Which one
would be best to fight your case?
• If you were in a confrontation, which man would back
down first?

Job opportunity!
• A company is looking for someone to work in
developing new ideas and products with good
imagination and ideas but does not need to worry
about marketing.
• Who is best gifted to take the job? and why?
• One man sees the world realistically as it is, the other is
idealistic, viewing things as they should be, what does
each man think?

• This lady has been offered a job in a company with a
permanent position and location, no traveling and good
pay. Is she ideal for the job or will she have a challenge
in accepting the position?
• This lady was also offered a job that requires her to
travel to many locations, and face many new
opportunities and various challenges, would this be a
unsuitable for her, or would she be receptive to take up
the offer?

• Which one of these two females would be best in quality
control checking for errors and any mistakes?
• Which one of these ladies will be more curious and ask
more questions?
• Which lady is more forgiving by nature?
• Which one of these ladies will get really irritated if you
give them a lengthy answer?

• Will they conflict ?
• Which person is the best home maker?
• One likes to save and re-use everything the other likes to
throw things away and start afresh each time they start
a new job, which one likes to re-use things?
• Which person if upset will be more inclined to take it
personally?
• Who is the most impatient?
• Who has the best concentration?

• He is a real friendly guy, and he will always do a good
job, but… he says “ I will do it first thing tomorrow”.
• Will he?
• Is he reliable?
• What would you look for to know if he will arrive on
time?

Well, how did you do?
Below are examples of reading the traits
of the face, so lets look again and see
what we can find out about the person…
All the following information is taken
from the new book:
Face Reading - How to read the traits of
the face
by Personologist Richard M Phelan
Order online from: www.facereading.tv

Example reading traits
answers to questions

Would either of these people be safe driving a car?
No, the give away sign is the whites under the eyes (bottom lids) showing they suffer from
extreme stress known as melancholy. This is an indication that people with this
environmental trait have been under extreme stress for some time. Due to lack of
concentration they can become accident prone and are not safe using machinery or driving.
They can become very emotional or mentally unstable. When one sees this sign they should
be concerned to help the individual to resolve whatever it is going on in their lives causing the
stress.

if they asked to take your children to school,
would you say yes, or no?
The safest answer to this is to decline the offer as allowing someone to drive your children in
a car that they themselves could be a risk could result in being involved in a serious accident
which could cost both their live and anyone with them.
The solution is to find out what the real cause of the problem and then to take measures to
rectify the problem. In time the eyes will relax and go back to normal. More information can
be found in the book “Face Reading – How to read the traits of the face”.

Another Example

• What important thing do you need to remember when
talking to this person?
• What will really irritate her?
One of the obvious traits is that this lady is analytical, which can be observed from the top eye
lids often referred to as they oriental look. When we see this trait, these people get really
irritated if you just give them a short straight answer. They are mentally asking why, when,
how and who, so they need lots of information to satisfy they desire for knowledge and
information, they just seem to have the innate desire to want to know everything and are very
curious by nature. To leave them with just a basic sentence as an answer will get them
mentally frustrated and agitated.

• If you met this lady for the first time and step
forward to give her a kiss on the cheek, would she be
very pleased or feel uncomfortable as you invaded
her personal space?
People with very high eyebrows raising to the outside, found more so in woman are
what we call discriminative, this means they tend to be little choosy about close contact
and fiends. They are in fact more formal in almost everything they so. You will not get
offered a mug of tea and beacon roll, no, you will get a nice china tea cup and saucer,
and neatly cut sandwich. They are friendly but just like to have a little space. If you
invade this personal space, by standing too close, they will tend to back off and you will
see they will give off signs of feeling uncomfortable, they will start to get little agitated
and will in some cases will gently raise a hand with the palm out toward you, while they
are speaking, as if to say “back off”. A first introduction or meeting with such people it
is best to keep it simple and discreet with just a handshake. Later as they get to know
you they will be more inclined to be affectionate. This is not to say they are not, they just
do not like outward displays of affection to people they do not know. Once they are
comfortable with you, they can be very close and will welcome you with open arms.
People in business would do well to understand this trait, it could make the difference
from winning favor or completely offending the individual ruining a chance of a further
meeting. More information the book “Face Reading – How to read the traits of the
face”.

